Visit of Messrs. Ph. Poisson-Quinton and Maurice Fenain of CNERA
and Kurt Schlliger and Alain Gach of SUD Aviation, France, on
February 3, 1967

On February 3, 1967, Messrs. Ph. Poisson-Quinton and Maurice Fenain
of CNERA, and Kurt Schlliger and Alain Gach of SUD Aviation, visited
the 8-Foot Tunnels Branch to discuss recent research on high sub-
sonic speed aerodynamics. Mr. James Blackwell described the
theoretical work he is doing on optimum warped lifting wings for
high speed flight. Also, the research being done by Messrs.
Blackwell and Charles Harris on obtaining favorable wing nacelle
interference was discussed, and the preliminary unclassified
results of the powered nacelle wing interference investigation
de in the 8-Foot Tunnel were discussed.
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